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sCrying

The slow black river passes through mountains, 

arrives at our city. 

At night, young people gather 

in underground rooms – subatomic particles colliding in a search for answers. 

They’ll be hot-pressed till dawn

agitated by the heart-beat bass, magnetic white-noise hiss. 

Day-light and they will tumble out, blink like sleepy flowers 

opening just one more time before they fruit. 

 A breeze blows down the street, 

rustles a corner-swirl of newly fallen leaves; 

stray-dogs howl back at their echoes, 

sniff-out evening and lamp-light to post hound-shadows. 

 The old have answers, 

but they’re forgotten, dwelling among the city’s faded outskirts. 

They scan memory with long pauses 

in their conversations – grow affection for their slowly departing bodies. 

 Inside this city’s grimoire 

stirs ancient music 

and a snaking black reflection. 

We could walk below the bridge, 

lean back against its cold arch, and maybe we’ll see 

what lies beneath the treacle mirror.

MiChAel rAyoverleaf: 6 Discarded Condoms

Negative space vs positive space: the darkness of our fallibility vs the clean promises 

of the modern.  Faced with the chaotic tensions of the present we create this binary. 

This is our paradox, our city. Bertha Mason, that buried relic of a flawed and stubborn 

system, paces the margins of every copy of Jane Eyre, senseless in the white abyss, 

numb, dumb, undiscernible, pushed to the edge of the crisp black type that bellows a 

glossed history of false glory. 

Our cities march forth, blinkered and confident, drilling into a hypothetical future. They 

march forth but their pursuit is haunted by a figure from an abandoned past, trailing 

silently close behind then grasping at the heels of development, tangling, making 

chaos. It is weakened through trauma and the horrors of existence, but it is persistent, 

it is constant. This is the figure of our heritage, our passions, our violence, our greed, 

our limitation. This is our unharnessed humanity.  

Now we are alchemists, toying with the unnatural and the chaotic and the fatal. 

Aspirations overtake our small bodies as we build up this city, fuelling it with strange 

substances. We only have the illusion of control. Unnatural energies writhe beneath 

our fragile image of the city. The uncontrollable invasion of the unnatural has the 

power to change everything and rot us from within. Cancer for our education indeed. 

Next: Abridged 0 _ 10: Haunted
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eMpty ghetto breAking glAss 

The leaving began at dawn.

Children put to sleep 

with luminal, tightly packed 

in hand-held cases

others spilling shining 

lumps of blue-black coal

or scraps of wood

emptied over balcony railings.

My gifts for the leaving

bromine and valerian root 

and to the old, hair dye 

ground from indigo and henna

that could not fool 

the cool selectors filing 

faces like apparitions 

from some far-flung future.

Alone now in The Pharmacy

Under The Eagle 

I sit among coloured bottles

stoppered ceramics

pestles and mortars used 

to soften fear and knead 

the edges of pain, compounding 

codeine with a little hope.

The wind has left the pines

only rose-grey dusk remains  

seeping through skylights

cupboard doors

piano lids, floorboards 

filling basement, stairwell

bedroom, attic, tenement

deep in my cold stone bowls.

All the horses are long gone

the solitary sound

echoing these midnight alleys  

my footfall in first snow 

falling on silent streets

on a dead Zgody Square.

Covering a blue star

and couple of old kitchen chairs.

                                                                   

ClAre MCCotter

Twinned faces share: 

eyes/nose/mouth/ears

Stiff smiles boarded-up

An unwelcome entrance

A conversation going nowhere.

Punk origami flits

With clipped wings

White surf that bothers cobbles

Rolls along the scuffed harbour’s edge.

Bricked-up sands

And eloping murmur

Gives bobbing indifference

To the Skin passing Fringe

Both just scraping-by

Departed windows

Shot through

With hollow glares

Echo emptiness

A fractious web.

AdAM steiner
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WhAt neWs 
Centurions?
 

‘What news Centurions, what news of Cork?’

 

Only the mossied green pavements and the tired slabs.    

The gullies wandering into iron grates

whose imprints solemnly betray their age,

cast in Bristol or in Harrogate.

 

Only the uncouth houses on the narrow streets.

The shambled skylines with a hint of grey.

The topsy turvy roofs and gable ends

crawling up hills in ever varying lines.

 

Even the new and clean edifice confounds the eye.

The glass constructs in blue metal frames.

Tarpaulin green coppered domes and plates

vie with exotic timbers in panelled walls.

 

None of them know their place amid the red and white

sand and limestone structures of the past.

Aspiring towers cast long shadows in the river.

Elysian dreams, well short of Elysium.

 

‘What of its people, what news of them?’

 

 As you left them consul, except they’ve changed.

 Swollen in numbers since your last campaign.

 Now every tongue on earth can be heard.

 Close your eyes on Marlboro street and listen.

 

 ‘I hear them, the tongues mixing.

 

 The brittle patter of Pana with the foreign threads.

 I know their songs so well and ask,

 -Are they as happy with their new found wealth,

 their ivory towers, their elegant lanes?-’

 

 They are still a rough and tumble people,

 children of country folk a generation gone.

 Crude laughter still falls hard from open windows.

 Sarcasm envelopes their muddled talk.

 

 They still walk with the unsure gait of deprivation.

 Though decades have fallen since it held them in its grasp.

 Their sad eyes and rough ruddy faces

 speak more of past news than of the now.

 

 They celebrate as well as ever.

 When their teams win, crowds gather in Daunt square.

 They sing and drink high praise into the early hours,

 Then leave the forlorn, rain wet dingy streets

 

 strewn with detritus.

ColM sCully opposite: The Pink Apartment Block
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bertolt breCht before 
the house unAMeriCAn
ACtivities In my nearby canal an unseemly mess: 

The death of a soap star. Her torso is 

all that remains. There’s her picture 

on the poster in my little local shop. 

Naturally a pornographer has confessed. 

 

Brecht stooped mightily over the Landwehr  

Canal, Berlin. There was some more odium  

to resolve. The toothbrush moustache 

of quantum mechanical knowledge 

Had rid Germany of decent clean beer. 

 

Now his navy is cleaning up 

The seven seas. I am in clover. 

Bertolt Brecht is in California. 

He wants to confess but stops. How did 

He sever her head, hurl the fat torso 

 

Into the rat infested black water? 

Why did he gaze back with such 

a plaintive quizzical look? 

Bertolt Brecht! Are you listening? 

Pay attention! You are in danger of failing! 

 

The Reichstag lists to one side 

on history’s even keel. It has heard  

you are ruined. Bertolt Brecht 

are you ruined, are you ruined? 

Pay attention! You are in danger of failing!

pAul Murphy opposite: зірка
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these Cities the bell ringer

These cities grow tall and replete on mordant rivers that wear 

a look of disgust. Where they are bridged, and judged, 

the air has the light of industrial leisure, more icing

than cake, and, if you listen, sirens will claw the streets, 

bequeathing sonic maps in their wake.

These cities enjoy traffic and have the unlikeliest tourists 

and bluest plaques, yet millions live and die without ceremony. 

Vanity means glass has lost its value; notwithstanding 

jolts to perception, the tax-free corporations

buy office space simply for the view.

These cities have vandals, goths and metal-maidens invade 

Saturdays. Washed–out girls, illustrated and bra-less, forcefully 

pissing 

in borders, the suds of leggings and floral pants twisted, 

rolled and spilling over Frankenstein biker boots, barbarian 

labia steel-spiked, the colourless urine for all to see. 

These cities crave a future. When all else fails they turn to  

depoliticised pleasures drawn up by venerable institutions. 

Security is seldom discreet. Card shops keep the seasons. 

These cities support ten languages and scars on the cortex.

The past is the elephant in a matchbox. Take one.

Glaucous clouds hesitate on the western sky.

Knuckled bunions swollen and bruised,

rumbling, mewling in prayer.

The black cat’s ears twitch, the hairs 

on its tail alive. Above, the church spire

rises to a guttural heaven, a ruined ambition

tarnished with the price of salvation.

Beneath the storm-scorched rubble

divine anger boils,

in our stony little town the people hide

beneath their wooden cots.

God’s ferocity allows no peace. 

The dull moon blinded by cloud as I climb

each spiral tower step. Each stone

worn hollow by the heels

of fearful precedent. The rain 

of no comfort, nor the wind.

Ritual oak leaves in my hair.

My halo glints wet metal

its inscription: Fulgura frango,

This is me - I break up lightning

and save all Christendom. Innkeepers 

and nuns will tomorrow kiss my hand,

light candles to my memory

in the terrible circumstance of.

Come shelter under my stone mutilation,

come where the bell dispels all doubt.

Even the diseased will find sleep.

My knotted rope rises like a spider’s

filament. Lightning bursts against the retina.

Where are my forgotten forebears?

Those young bell ringers who gave

affront to God’s irascible pique,

who rang the dissipating bells,

in whose worn foot holes I have 

fearfully stepped

climbing my tower  

through the storm

to shelter under the rim,

all resonance, all hymn, 

of the calm, conductive bell.                                                                       

hoWArd Wright MArk o’flynnoverleaf: The School Bus
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brAss pennon

kAthleen o’neil

I wove this lace out of sandstone. If you look  

closely, you can make out W Y X.  

Do you know where to look? 

 

You’re too busy stockpiling apples; well, in the dark 

we go in 

and take out one to drop into the midnight umber, 

into the black lake. 

In the dim morning light I can  

make out your anguish. 

It’s never enough. 

 

Grey smoke is curling around the trees, they’ve 

wound themselves past the beams 

and stone  

they’re here. 

A canopy above my bed. Malicious, engraved, 

they try to watch over me. 

Keep watch, that is. 

The panopticon of their distant, rustling embrace 

is comforting.  

 

The water out there--it alone knows 

the real danger. Slow, hush,  

endure; that will 

win the day. Zarniqa smudging 

into standard 

wetlands. 

 

Keep breathing in all this, 

the solvent action; 

I can’t stop trembling, it’s electric. 

Every inch of wood  

will find a home on the soft earth. 

Rip it apart. A hundred 

unseen eyes consider 

it, and absolve themselves.

opposite: Kindergarten 35:03 µSv/h
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vision of the deAd lAnd

Here in the dead land, the claw land, the taxis of Saigon, the rickshaws and traffic, 

the shrunken heads, severed hands and penises, corpses pierced with shrapnel. 

Bones from restaurants and butcher houses, shreds of meat teeming with maggots, 

eggs crunched within the hands, the whites slithering between the fingers, 

a thousand yellow suns bursting in the sky, sunshine units exploding in the air.

All sons of bitches now. The shatterer of worlds, the unalterable yes, 

the small piece of earth we do not want to lose. The fraudulent game of dice 

stripping away our possessions. Fire-bombings and island-hopping invasions, 

submarine attacks, slippery and entangled, body-snatching baby-bones 

to serve our country well. Calmly strapped in chairs in light-tight trailers, 

upshot knothole, meticulously blinded by the absolute end of time. 

The exponential proliferation of the future, its garage sale of ailing devices, 

the conceptual force of the sublime, blasting, pouncing, boring its way through.

A vision seen to last forever, shielded only by welding glasses, goggles, barriers,

miles of buffer zones in the cold desert morning, registering in the malaligned 

instruments of the body. Warheads, shells, torpedoes, and depth charges. 

Kodaks and Brownies. Unofficial snapshots of girl-scouts in polished saddle Oxfords, 

a man pounding on a red tom-tom, a boy bouncing on his father’s shoulders, 

a head rising from the swamp, coconut trees viewed through the veil of coloured smoke 

wafting through the frame, the dailies and rough cuts, sneak previews filled with sailors 

looking for a good time. The white blaze stretching to the still-dark skies, the jade green glass 

left cratered behind. The blind girl seeing the future, witnessing the past from 240 miles. 

Gasoline, benzene, polystyrene plastic, skeltering canisters dropping from horrible skies. 

Flaming globs of jellied-fuel, shameful gobs of melted skin, napalm-blackened hands.

Babies deformed with mushroom-clouded heads, the warped jaws welded to their chests.

The gangrened fingers and toes, the obscene pain, the intolerable weight of air upon the flesh.       

gerArd beirne opposite : Safe From Harm
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shAdesThis day amends the city

The metal fence

Makes zebra stripes 

On the concrete path

The men in black

Are all outside their offices

Smoking cigarettes

The women wearing flip-flops, flip skirts 

Everyone flips their hair

The easy sound of flipping 

Follows my feet

Down a shaded short-cut

An alley of empty houses

Braced with steel

Their faces turning inwards

Away from the sun

helenA nolAn opposite: The Loneliest Bench
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the runAWAy

This isn’t the first time he’s fled.

He gets by working in the kiosk of a pitch and putt

and at a pedalo rental down on the beach,

squats in the holiday home 

of a couple of urban professionals; 

not exactly a drop-out or ascetic

but the real world doesn’t make him champ at the bit, 

he’s convinced the life behind him is a write off

and will drift into periods of existential 

examination, something he’s picked

up from watching too many foreign films.

To start the day he’ll often have just a cigarette,

daydream about getting detention and how he tended

to be seen as a demagogue by certain teachers. 

He’s partial to giving things epithets – 

the stir crazy bitey bitey doberman that lives 

in the farmyard he must not send 

mental when sneaking in or out, 

the derelict and creepy church of fear;

the reception is terrible and there’s no internet

and even though the weather’s a joke most of the year 

somebody thought to install an outdoor swimming pool

that attracts leaves and insects in their droves.

By now he doesn’t believe the owners have a friend 

or neighbour who’ll check up on the place,

has no time for perfection or formulas

and always harboured doubts about the golden rule. 

He’s never been arrested. 

The closest was the time at the reservoir

when his crew ran wild and he’d swam after dark,

suede desert boots squelching, shipping water, ruined,

as the officer guided him to the vehicle

with his so-called friends whooping but distancing 

themselves from the debacle.

They’re far away from him now,

a Glenn Gould hum over renditions of Bach.

Some evenings he relaxes by staring out to sea 

after a shift handing out lifejackets or tees,

beyond the dunes there are no more signs or routes

and no-one would hear even the loudest of shouts,

he knows it’s preferable to sleeping rough

and the life behind him is a write off.

siMon hAWorth opposite: GRIB
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felt
The waterproofing on the slanted roof

over our scullery never lasted long;

the edges of the huge, metal Craven-A

cigarette sign were covered with felt

and tarred to the whitewashed wall, 

straight across the back and down 

the slopes of the two steep sides.

My mother said, if my Da had put it 

with the ad for the fags facing down

not up, he would have sat under it, 

in the scullery, lighting 100 cigs a day 

off the burner on her stove, 

not eighty. 

Once the rain began to leak and leave green 

and tar-stained seepage from the moss-dosed

felt in a Rorschach frieze on the paint inside

the scullery, and once I started describing

for my mother the things I saw in those thin 

goo graphics, I was given the bus fare 

to the Felt Factory in Greencastle,

dispatched along the Shore Road  

to a place where I never saw a castle,

and the tide was always out, where banana

boats lay beached in the slime, 

and the smell was a cocktail of sewer 

and seaweed.

Past the Crusaders’ football grounds I went—

Crusaders, the dirtiest football team in Ireland

with the fiercest supporters, who lit into 

every one else in the league, complete pains

in the arse they were, like nitro-glycerine 

suppositories, even a win felt like a loss

(of dignity) to those who played them.

On past the palatial Troxy picture house I went,

which, in a later time, would reel off films 

of naturalists engaged in nude beach volleyball-

healthy-sun-drenched alternative

to the bleak, reeking sands across the Shore Road,

where a few horizon-honed souls wandered 

in search of a beauty that had washed out to sea

and never came back. Others dug 

under the man-made eskers of turds for worms,

while the Troxy was bunged with panting

voyeurs for the volleyball like a holiday camp 

for wankers.

I got off finally and crossed the road,

walked down a long sloping path

beside a sea wall to the felt works.

Its great cast iron doors were rolled open,

and fumbling in the molten glimmer 

inside, I paid a man for a roll of their best,

wholesale. 

I wondered why, why was the factory put there?

to compete against the stench off the sands,

or to mask and be masked, the pong of tar

being no more offensive than the ambient odour.

I put the roll on my shoulder, the longer 

part to the fore; the shorter, to the rear

as instructed by my mother. I balanced 

the long barrel end on my two hands, 

like the snout of a sticky black bazooka. 

God help me if it had draped and cracked

over my shoulder by the time I got home.

For that I would have taken a blast of TNT

in the pants from a mother who had packed 

shells with the real stuff at a munitions factory

in Barrow& Furness, circa World War I,

and never forgot. 

I stood it up and hugged it, my dance partner, now

as I boarded the back platform of the double-

decker bus and quick-stepped the roll of roofing felt

 to a double seat, giving it a place beside me,

where I embraced it with one arm and fished out

my return bus fare with my free hand.

“Will I punch you two tickets?” the conductor asked 

as he stood looking the roll up and down, smelling it—

sighing. The other passengers on the lower deck

turned to see to whom this remark was directed

and they moved back down the bus toward me. 

They all sniffed in and the inhale must have 

reached the soles of their shoes. “I like 

the smell of tar,” said one. “I used to pick it out hot 

and make marbles from it when they poured it

into the joins between the slabs of concrete

in our street. Some of us even rolled it 

into gobstoppers we could chew.”

One bright face opened its mouth and asked the conductor,

who was holding his ticket machine up to his chest,

as if he wanted it to have a good whiff, too- 

his stainless steel baby. “If you,” asks Mr. Glowing 

Gub, “had’t’ choose between the smell of shit 

and brimstone, which’d you pick?”

george MCWhirteroverleaf: Pripyat’s Irradiated Funfair
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lAsCAux legACy

We kiss the streets 

with lipstick from a can, 

bring pebble-dash alive 

with coloured ideograms. 

Our sympathetic magic, 

thrown on glass and brick 

and concrete curves,

wakes up the real 

shape of things.

.

Beanied spider-folk, 

we prowl; 

our painted fingers 

press ball-bearing 

spinnerets, 

shadow-sketch 

by tepid pools 

of early morning piss 

and dance 

between the uniforms 

who scour our haunts 

with heavy hands 

and lardy breath. 

We strike, like 

St Elmo hurling 

omens at the world 

then chill, as you 

travel in your head

to work, 

oblivious of the sun 

throwing its gorgeous 

stain across our city-cave.

MiChAel rAy opposite: ORя
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the hungry ghost
I was wondering about Van Helsing 

the Ferrous Fumarate just aren’t cutting it.

She has returned again

crawled out the hills  

her glittering translucent skin 

scorched in a white summer moon.

I have reminded her of her death

explained the causes

spoke of obsequies carried out to the letter

wrote in black ink you have gone forth

all the time her green gleaming eye 

glancing my throat.

I have seen her bones in hard frost

heard the ceaseless howl 

of her swollen silvery stomach

and on bad nights 

left offerings of milk and marigolds 

at the edge of a spinney of mountain pine.

I have been told her kind can be stilled 

with incantation and flowers

with palm oil and a bowl of bright feathers 

but the fathomless souterrains 

of her jealousy and greed

require the warm lapping of an open vein.

I used to be able to spare a pint or two 

times even dupe her  

with red-berry mojitos and bloody Marys 

now with her guile grown 

and my haemoglobin at an all time low

I need her gone for good from this rickety door.

I have been thinking lately I could grieve

listen to Mozart’s Requiem

Patsy Cline or Time Out of Mind

if someone could dislodge this bolus 

of large and little lies her threats of self harm 

spangling my craw like a scrannel of stars.

It is time for the Heimlich manoeuvre 

Van the main man the very man for the job.

Once my breathing is freed-up 

I will ask him to encircle me with Eucharist

words in Latin and oil heated in fires 

where damaged icons are burnt. 

Glad when the last of her footprints

fade from these streets

I will leave no alms at the town gates

no orris root no food no wine 

and ask no diviner if hard snows will come

to the high stony ground.ClAre MCCotter opposite: Suicidal Tendencies
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tacita apparitio   there, a piano piece played mid-morning

setting, suggesting, and making it all ready

a myth is not a fiction, thank goodness, for

I feared I might lose you, a stray

into the forward of a serial story

something given, freely, yet

something immediately taken away

now for the sensation of un/accountability

now, for the pure whiteness of blank space

beneath paragraphs, and sentences spaced

well-apart, and a single word on its own on 

a line, and not forsaking the whiteness

when silence and movement come

to the fore and likewise

interminable, practised gestures, back and forth

across the strict construct of this archway

a relief from our page-bound narratives

that struggle to find the right word, that

struggle to find the right word

conversation— time passed without it

now, thank goodness, we have communion

nothing in the old language we thought

we knew could colour it, tenor it, reduce

marginalise, or soften it; nothing, not one

word, except for the internal voice, her

purest diction - that one could fairly talk

and anything she said was accurate enough

those quick-witted, those sharp-tongued

intelligent thinkers, whose words were

a snap, an accusor to the opposed; not

one insincere gesture, hidden in some 

places, visible in others, and, if necessary

a sharp slap, that uneasy balance 

silencing, letting you leave; allowing you

to go away

bArbArA A. Morton

an angel with sun-dark skin and smooth

an open doorway; a library in the form

of an ancient church; twelve reading tables

and a tall arch window with various panes

of red and blue and yellow; and the scent

is the same as the scent from the empty church

and towering columns of cloth-bound books

a darkwood stairway winds its way upward

a footfall, silence, then its other

a copper mirror, given over by another

a small bird shaken; a sign for thunder

a rooftop garden facing eastward

mosaic tiles, gleaming, and lanterns, and

coloured paper patterns, folded

evenfall; a herbal tisane cooling

the arrival of the dark-haired one; reliable

constant reserve of the dark-haired one

your tongue unbroken; want unspoken

the sound of you ~ slow and sensible

~ out-of-the-blue like that

the recollection overpowers me yet

breathe in; smoke from the pipe tobacco

that you breathe; smokied, honeyed violet

and the walnut season, a wildflower mix

an indication of the exotic, of embroideries

of roses, of music in fragments, and home

and earth colour, warmed 

by our occasional sun 

listen; if you listen now I forgive you

for all the times when you did not

excessive scrupulousness I also forgive

I pass it over in return 

for the harmonic of your voice

for all its musicality; you might as well sing

I might as well sing

overleaf: The чернобыль Returned
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MeditAtion #46     
into the dArk And 
out of sight
Into this wild abyss of safe anchorage, bearing Italian wine, garum and metal ingots from god-knows-

where/a bright sea flowing with jasper and liquid pearl/sailing into exile from such despair/an adulterer 

having plotted my own father’s overthrow/Just what is it that I know/From out of the inflamed night, 

I charge the undertow and reach the spicy shore/wasted by angels, I lift my bow towards the rubber- 

burning fires on the beach/the high tides switch to low/the shore-based winches turn/the cargo shifts/

the ship sinks, upright and intact/This is a fact/the garment factories, rail yards, oil rigs/drug- barons 

and laundered cash have brought us to our knees/imposthumes, tick borne fever, malformed brains 

and killer bees/would I were wifeless or had childless died/Aside from that, they mean no harm/ 

the summer winds whip up a storm/and from the plumes of swirling dust/the acrid fumes of burning 

paint and fuel/the excrement/Like locusts in a pitchy cloud, the workers swarm from wooden shacks 

behind the dunes on heaving tracks/plastic sandals on their feet, oxygen canisters on their backs/

their mouths’ stained red from chewing betal nuts/They wade into the muddied sand/chant, and with

their bloodied hands hoist plates of steel upon their shoulders/cushioned with their safa scarves/

I spill my guts/this colony of makeshift huts rife with injury and disease/broken ankles, severed fingers, 

smashed skulls, malaria, cholera and dysentery/the sea foul with asbestos, oil, toxins, sludge,  human 

waste/Refrained from haste, they hack a coconut, and making up for what they lack, offer prayers 

for their protection/the elephant god to watch their back/a goad, a noose, a broken tusk, a rosary, 

and laddoo/a snake lassooed around the waist/the customary tattoo as the dismantling begins/Crude 

hammers, axes, acetylene take the ships apart/slashed and burned/hacked down to the keel/from bow 

to aft/the darkness and suffocating heat/the grease and sludge/the air thick with asbestos dust/rusted

metal and choking smoke that billows on the brink of hell/where listless men worn out and beaten down 

weld darker worlds/The sulphuric smell/the backfires and the flashbacks/toxic chromates in ballast-tanks/

hull-plates, boilers, copper-pipes/gaskets, pumps, flourescent lights/pulley blocks, steel ropes 

and shackles/as the bulkheads are sliced and the deck-plate collapses/into the dark and out of sight/

The noises loud and ruinous/the heinous screams of humans plunging into endless flight/while 

on their porches the scrap yard owners sip their sweet and milky tea, beyond reproach/and in our fall 

we stop and wonder/ponder the senseless nature of our long and distant voyage/

gerArd beirne opposite:  The First Supermarket
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to pAy hoMAge

chants echo 

from the temple spire 

a crow caws 

 

golden statues 

the voice of Buddha 

is silence 

 

three realities-- 

sanctum archways 

one after the other 

 

ancient mural 

cat sprays at the feet  

of avatars 

 

shining droplets 

newly-hatched snails 

on a lily pad 

 

lengthening shadows 

the last of the incense 

burns out

Anne CArly AbAd opposite: шип
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respite

Weight of ideas and burden of place. Memory’s 

hygiene. Lost arguments about money. To discover 

the world as it is, you must first remember how it was.

*

The stars are moving, and the dry-docked oil rig 

is an artificial tree; crane-vultures, spread-eagled 

over a rusting corpse, peck at this or that morsel.

*

The thingyness of things. The lead and the gold

of the ordinary. Given time, the heart will work it out, 

the solidity, the grittiness of what is important. 

*

Houses below the flight path, liveried planes with lungs 

of pressurized air and light, experiments cast 

to the four winds like childhood or broken wands.

*

Sleeping mothers, fathers who whistle. Other people’s 

children are the best contraceptive. The past in sight 

of the present like a road bypassing, straightening out. 

*

Everyone indoors. There is no escape. Home, love

and the culture of noise. To do otherwise is to be alone 

and live in fear, the earth pulled from under your feet. 

*

A building, a city, a machine; the decorative shipyard

and useless water; bullying friendships and forgettable 

futures – when it goes wrong, it goes wrong big time.

*

No news, no sport or weather, the sky ungovernable.

The smoky eyebrows on the hills’ receding forehead,

Chaos hunkered outside the city and the walls restored.

*

Yes, everyone off the streets – the cold is the cold 

of wasteground and cracked pavements. Songs need 

alcohol and belligerent lovers; taxis are like hens-teeth. 

 

hoWArd Wrightopposite: The Medicine Cabinet
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neW leAse

A carnival of pasts tangled in a crate: 

the silver tinsel tree – 

the Christmas she was pregnant again. 

A dress with a cinch zip that pulled her in 

while the baby pushed her out. 

She sits surrounded by toilet roll wise-men 

dressed in glue stained crepe paper;

an Easter basket with an uneaten chocolate duck 

a ribbon round his neck; photographs like bunting; 

patty tins –

there’s no one left to eat her bakewells 

slathered with icing and glace-cherries. 

She flicks through children’s books

with circus coloured covers.

Her daughters’ lives are full and rich 

like zabaglione,

 and she’s ready to grow young again. 

to be left on A pilloW or 
bed-side CAbinet

 Dear Constantine,

When you finish the poem like a large, round-bottomed glass of wine,

you will have written yourself drunk again. You will have carved

 a body into the marble of the page.

  Lean back in your chair,

      hear the old, familiar creak,

spark up a cigarette. Inhale and try to remember the month 

–“Was it August?” Exhale, try to remember more –“What colour

 were the drapes in the hotel room?

  The walls? Did we drink brandy?”

       And you’ll be in that room again,

as though the strokes of your pen had dug a tunnel

to the fin de siècle. Come, open the window, see the old streets,

 the cafes, theatres, the city that you loved.

  Shout hello to the early

      evening regulars gathering below.

Then turn back to face into the room and I’ll be there, in almost

present-tense, curled and coiling the cotton sheet around my arm.

 The curtains lift and you catch a breath 

  spiced with jasmine and lemonwood 

     

 –is it perfume blowing from a half-open shirt?

MAriA bennett pAdrAig regAn
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full frontAl

I see you across the river, 

blinded windows 

staring over heron stacks

that shock like bizarre haircuts

in the shallows.

Your mouth bares

 its bricked teeth

holed now in decay,

 an abscess of innards 

spitting rotted detritus

out onto the gravel.

What stories took you here?

Whose eyes observed 

from ribboned sky-lights

in your slated hair?

Or worse, the windows 

 never seen in their 

asylumed anonymity.

I want to comb your hair,

to soap your face

with tenderness,

to smooth the creases

of your desiccating skin

but I cannot.

For you have seen

in your unblinking stare

across the river’s flow

this interloper of the past

and cry again, too late, too late.             

lyndA tAvAkoliopposite: Sunk
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AutuMn lAndsCApes
 

The streets are silent. Frost

dusts the hills above town.

October

 

waits for winter, patient as

moonlight on a still night.

Mist

 

in the mornings. People hurry

on, crumpled like pencil sketches ~

smudged.

JAMes Meredith

04 14
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Contributors 

Anne Carly Abad writes poetry and stories when she’s not 

training Muay Thai. She recently earned an honorable mention 

from On The Premises’ contest #20 for her story “Haze.” Her work 

has appeared or will appear in Acorn, Presence, The Heron’s Nest, 

Modern Haiku, and Strange Horizons. Find out more about her 

at  http://the-sword-that-speaks.blogspot.com/

gerard beirne is an Irish writer now living in Canada where he 

teaches at the University of New Brunswick and is a Fiction Editor 

with The Fiddlehead. His most recent collection of poetry Games 

of Chance: A Gambler’s Manual was published by Oberon Press, 

Fall 2011.  He has published two novels including The Eskimo in 

the Net (Marion Boyars) shortlisted for the Kerry Group Irish Fiction 

Award. His new novel Charlie Tallulah has just been published by 

Oberon Press.

Maria bennett lives in Liverpool. She is teaching art part-time, 

and working on a collection of poems, linked short-stories, and 

images. In the past year, Crannog, The New Writer, Boyne Berries, 

Envoi, Pickled Body, Prole, Orbis, Antiphon, and The Linnet’s 

Wings have published her work. She has poems forthcoming 

in Poetry Bus, and Ink Sweat and Tears.  

simon haworth’s poems have appeared in The Wolf Magazine, 

Poetry Ireland Review and The North amongst others. He 

received a PhD in Creative Writing from The University of 

Manchester, is a visiting lecturer at York St John University and 

a freelance journalist.

Clare McCotter’s haiku, tanka and haibun have been published 

in many parts of the world. She won the IHS Dóchas Ireland 

Haiku Award 2010 and 2011. In 2013 she won The British Tanka 

Award. She has published numerous peer-reviewed articles 

on Belfast born Beatrice Grimshaw’s travel writing and fiction. 

Her poetry has appeared in Abridged, Boyne Berries, Crannóg, 

Cyphers, Decanto, Iota, Irish Feminist Review, Poetry24, Revival, 

Reflexion, The Cannon’s Mouth, The Moth Magazine, The Poetry 

Bus, The SHOp and The Stinging Fly. Black Horse Running, her 

first collection of haiku, tanka and haibun, was published in 2012. 

Home is Kilrea, County Derry.

george McWhirter grew up between the Shankill Road in Belfast 

and Carnalea on the Belfast Lough. At the age of 26, he left Ulster 

for Spain, finally settling in Vancouver, Canada, with frequent 

sojourns in Mexico. All his books of poems, stories and novels 

are about these places. He’s transatlantically anthologized in The 

Penguin Book Of Canadian Verse (ed. Ralph Gustafson) and Irish 

Writing In The Twentieth Century (Cork University Press, ed. David 

Pierce). His first publications back in Ireland after emigrating were 

in Seamus Heaney’s Soundings 72 (Blackstaff Press).

James Meredith from Belfast is a past winner and runner-up of the 

Brian Moore Short Story Award. His stories and poems have been 

published in various magazines and anthologies in Ireland, the UK, 

Europe and the USA.

barbara A Morton’s writing is published in The Yellow Nib, The 

SHOp, The Stinging Fly, An Sionnach, Burning Bush II, and previously 

in Abridged. She is recipient of a Tyrone Guthrie Writers’ Bursary, 

and in 2011 was selected for the Poetry Ireland Introductions 

Series.   In 2013 her poetry was highly commended by Poetry on 

the Lake, and awarded a prize by South Dublin County Libraries. 

Further divers pieces may be read at WWW.USERDESIGNED.

CO.UK - a collaborative project of generative art and text; and Their 

House is in Order is available from www.entropiebooks.com

Zoë Murdoch lives in Belfast and has been based at QSS Studios 

since 2001. In 2012 she was elected as an Associate Academician 

of the Royal Ulster Academy. Murdoch has had two solo shows in 

the Queen Street Studios Gallery and a one person exhibition at the 

Fenderesky Gallery, Belfast. Murdoch’s work has been exhibited in 

a wide range of group and theme based shows throughout Belfast 

and Ireland and has been included in shows in London, China, Nice 

and America. She received the ‘Robinson McIlwaine Architects 

“Original Vision” Award’ from the RUA in 2010 and 2007. Her work 

is part of the Arts Council of Northern Ireland’s Collection and 

numerous private collections. 

paul Murphy’s poems and reviews have been published in 

many British & Irish journals including Envoi, Orbis, The HU and 

Other Poetry.

helena nolan’s work has appeared in a range of literary journals 

and anthologies. She won the Patrick Kavanagh award in 2011 and 

was short- listed for the Hennessy award for poetry in 2013. She 

holds a Masters in creative writing from UCD.

Mark o’flynn has published four collections of poetry, plus three 

novels including Grassdogs and The Forgotten World. He has also 

published the comic memoir False Start. A collection of short fiction, 

White Light, was published by Spineless Wonders in 2013.

kathleen o’neil attended McGill University for history, the Classics 

and art history. She has travelled extensively throughout Europe, 

particularly for medieval art, mithraeums and Etruscan cave tombs.

Michael ray is a visual artist living in West Cork. In 2011 he won 

the RTE John Murray Poetry Competition and was shortlisted in 

the John Lennon Poetry Competition. His poems have appeared 

in a number of journals including: The Moth, The Irish Independent, 

The Shop, Cyphers, Ambit and Magma. In 2012 he was shortlisted 

for the Cúirt New Writing Poetry Prize and won second prize in 

the Fish poetry competition. In 2013 he was shortlisted for the 

Hennessey award.

padraig regan, born 1993, lives in Belfast, final year student at 

Queen’s University studying English with Creative Writing.

Colm scully is a poet and Chemical engineer from Cork. His 

poems have been published recently in Cyphers, Poetry Bus, Stony 

Thursday Book, Wordlegs, The Linnet’s Wing, Boyne Berries. One of 

his poems was shortlisted for 2012 Fish poetry prize.

Adam steiner writes about the NHS, the British condition and 

death of affect. His poetry and stories appear in The Literateur, 

Nostrovia! SquawkBack, Black Wire, NOUS, Erotic Review, 3:AM 

and The Cadaverine, also The Dance Is New, Poems Underwater and 

Stepaway – Voicewalks anthologies. He is Deputy Editor of Here 

Comes Everyone magazine.

howard Wright lives and work in Belfast. Poems are up and 

coming in Poetry Review, Malahat Review and Arete. A recent 

small collection, Blue Murder was published by Templar Press in 

2011. He won the 12/ 13 Bedford Open Poetry Competition. 

lynda tavakoli (b. Portadown 1955) is a special needs teacher and 

facilitator of creative writing classes based in Lisburn.  Her literary 

successes include RTE Sunday Miscellany, Listowel (poetry and 

prose), Eason’s short story competitions and the Mencap short 

story award.  She published her first novel, ‘Attachment’ in 2008, 

her second, ‘Of Broken Things’ in 2012 and was placed fourth in 

the Mail on Sunday novel competition. Lynda enjoys the diversity 

that freelance work allows and her publications have included 

travel pieces about Iran and articles concerning breast cancer.  

Her greatest love though, is poetry.

Abridged personnel

project Coordinator/editor: Gregory McCartney is standing 

all night at a red light anywhere in town hailing Maries left and 

right but none of them slow down.

editorial Assistant: Susannah Galbraith is continuing 

undergraduate studies in English at Trinity College Dublin. 

Exploring, discovering, figuring it all out.
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WhAt is Abridged?
Abridged aims to commission and publish contemporary/experimental poetry plus contemporary art 

freed from exhibition ties and especially commissioned for the magazine. We encourage poets/artists to 

investigate the articulation of ‘Abridged’ themes. For example our last few issues have been concerned 

with Time, Absence, Magnolia and Nostalgia. These themes focus on contemporary concerns in a rapidly 

changing society. We are offering an alternative and complete integration of poetry, art and design. We 

experiment continually. We also stray into the exhibition format producing contemporary, innovative and 

challenging work accompanied by a free publication.

Where is Abridged froM?
We’re based in The People’s Republic of Derry. Or Londonderry. Or Derry-Londonderry. Or Doire.  

Or anyone one of the myriad possibilities. 

Why CAll it Abridged?
Because we are. You are. Everyone is. It also gives us a completeness to aspire to. People were rather 

dubious in regard to the name when we first unveiled it. However it’s become quite iconic and serves its 

purpose as we intended.

Who is Abridged?
At the moment Abridged is Gregory McCartney and Susanna Galbraith. However the make-up of Abridged 

is quite fluid and we have worked with various personnel over the years and no doubt will continue to do 

so. People come and go. The light still flashes.

hoW MAny issues of Abridged Are there per yeAr?
Generally there are three issues per year though this can increase with the addition of our exhibition 

publications and other project magazines.

Where CAn We get Abridged?
Abridged is generally available at art galleries and arts organisations in Belfast, Dublin, Derry, Galway. Usually 

for a limited period as they go very quickly. You can also download a free Pdf of each issue on this website.

hoW And When do i subMit MAteriAl to Abridged?
We have a theme for each issue so it’s best to check this website, our facebook page ‘abridged zero-

nineteen’ and the usual agencies such as the Poetry Ireland website and the Visual Artists Ireland email-

shot and wait for the submission call before sending us material.

does Abridged pAy A fee for suCessful subMissions?
Sadly we cannot pay fees though all those published receive a copy of the magazine.

Why is Abridged free?
We want the maximum number of people to see it, read it and experience it. We believe this is best done 

using the free-publication methodology.

hoW long hAs Abridged been going?
Officially since 2004. We like to think there has always been Abridged people though.

Why is Abridged nuMbered As it is rAther thAn dAted With

issue nuMber As Most other publiCAtions Are?
We want the Abridged to be timeless hence the lack of a date to condemn it to the archives. We ahem 

borrowed Factory Records system of cataloguing and added a zero to signify abridgment.

Why Are there gAps in the list of MAgAZines/proJeCts?
Abridged projects are numbered as they are conceived rather than born. Some (for various reasons) don’t 

make it to existence hence the gaps. We do on occasion revisit projects. For example Abandoned Donegal 

originated in 2007 but wasn’t born until 2010 therefore it has the 0 – 7 moniker.

Where did Abridged spring froM?
Once upon a time there was a rather bad tempered little poetry magazine called ‘The Chancer’ organised 

by a ‘Bunch of Chancers’. It detailed Derry’s nigh-time activities and the nefarious going-ons in car-parks 

and other glamorous locations. It was ahead of its time and lasted probably far longer than it should. It was 

cheap, cheerful and we’re still proud of it. Some of the launch performances went down in legend. When it 

finally went to the place where all good magazines go one of the Chancers decided a new approach was 

required and the Abridged was born. Different name, much the same spirit.

WhAt Are Abridged’s influenCes?
Many and Varied. From T. S. Elliot via Vermeer to The Sisters of Mercy.
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